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Chapter 11

Rhythmic Movement, Metaphoric Sound,
and Transcultural Transmediality
Liu Na’ou and The Man Who
Has a Camera (1933)
Ling Zhang
Rhythm is the most supreme and sacred law of the universe; the wave
phenomenon is the primal and universal phenomenon.
—Rudolph Lothar, The Talking Machine: A Technical-
Aesthetic Essay, 1924. 1

In his brief yet prolific creative life, Liu Na’ou (1905–1940) worked in Shanghai as a neosensationalist (Xin ganjue pai) writer, translator, publisher, editor,
film critic and theorist, screenwriter, and filmmaker.2 Born into an affluent
family in Taiwan, Liu attended high school and college in Japan and studied
French at a Catholic university in Shanghai.3 Liu was proficient in Chinese,
Japanese, French, and English, which facilitated his intellectual exploration
of multiple cultures and media.4 Liu’s linguistic aptitude and peripatetic experiences contributed to his utopian cosmopolitanism, in particular his view
that art, especially cinema, could transcend national, linguistic, racial, and
ethnic boundaries. Raised in Taiwan while it was under Japanese colonial
rule, and lived in semicolonial Shanghai, Liu embodied an urban cosmopolitanism that indexed the contradictions of colonial modernity.5
In this chapter, I examine how Liu Na’ou’s literary, cinematic, and theoretical work was enriched through the cross-fertilization of his transcultural
and transmedial aspirations. Furthermore, I investigate how camera move-
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ment and bodily kinesis, rhythm and musicality, communicate and become
intertwined with the means of transcultural transmediality, creating a vivid
sense of “metaphoric sound.”6 By “metaphoric sound” in cinema, I refer to the
sense of rhythm and musicality suggested by camera movement, bodily kinesis, and editing. In this case, “sound” cannot be heard but can be imagined
even through silence. In American sound designer Walter Murch’s words,
“Once you stray into metaphoric sound, which is simply sound that does
not match what you are looking at, the human mind will look for deeper and
deeper patterns . . . at the geographic level, the natural level, the psychological level . . . the ultimate metaphoric sound is silence.” Moreover, I outline
how these intermingled concepts and practices created the possibility for a
new audiovisual aesthetic with multilayered remediations (across different
media, art forms, and materials, and between life and art) in 1930s Shanghai
and advanced—as well as constrained—a distinctively cosmopolitan vision.
While cosmopolitanism and travel film (Liu’s The Man Who Has a
Camera, on which I will elaborate later) denote border crossing and transculturality, metaphoric sound is intimately linked to transmediality. When
conceptualizing the complex status of cinema as “pure” or “impure” and
accounting for its “interbreeding with other arts and media,” film and media scholars have adopted the terms “intermediality” and “transmediality.”7
Intermediality and transmediality point to “the ‘in-between’ of the forms,”
and “processes leaving traces that have to be reconstructed.”8 Such highly interactive procedures could include transposition, combination, coexistence,
integration, and transformation between and among two or more art forms
and media. In Liu Na’ou’s case, we find cross-pollination among literature,
music, translation, screenwriting, film criticism, and filmmaking, as well as
between his dramatic life experiences and everyday activities (such as travel
and dance). In addition, the temporality and movement characterizing the
fluid circuit between forms are “used in the sense of transfer and processuality in medial exchanges that resist closure.”9
Under certain circumstances, intermediality and transmediality can be
discussed almost interchangeably; however, in this chapter, I specifically underline the separate but intimately related dimensions of transmediality and
transculturality in Liu Na’ou’s work and life. By emphasizing “trans” rather
than “inter,” I focus on the elements of process and mobility characterizing
transfer, transposition, transformation, transgression, transcendence, and
boundary traversing. As Nadja Gernalzick and Gabriele Pisarz-Ramirez
state, “The terms ‘transmediality’ and ‘transculturality,’ by the ambiguity of
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the prefix, denote transcendence as well as processuality and provisionality.”
Furthermore, they point to “the ambiguity of ‘trans’ as denoting processes
as between media-bound and non-media specific, or, as both at the same
time.”10 Compared to other contemporary Chinese literary luminaries engaged in similarly “trans” practices—Hong Shen11 and Tian Han12—Liu was
less accomplished at screenwriting and filmmaking, but his work is notable
for its profound contribution to Chinese modernist literature and Liu’s understanding of film theory, rigorous attention to cinematic aesthetics, and
ambiguous political and cultural position.13
Building upon and pushing beyond the existing perceptive scholarship
on Liu Na’ou’s literary work, dandyish lifestyle, and complex cultural identity14 in semicolonial metropolitan Shanghai,15 my research contributes to
both cinema and East Asian studies in two respects: first, this chapter extensively discusses Liu’s overlooked amateur travel film The Man Who Has
a Camera (1933) and his kaleidoscopic film theories, to enrich our understanding of how early Chinese cinema and film history are in dialogue with
European-American counterparts. Second, by linking “city symphony” film
techniques, including camera and body movement, rhythm, and musicality,
the chapter provides a nuanced treatise of “metaphoric sound” in relation to
transmediality, thus complicating our perception of film sound and sound
studies in general.

The Man Who Has a Camera: The Amateur Film,
the Travelogue, and the City Symphony
In this section, I examine Liu Na’ou’s amateur film The Man Who Has a
Camera and explore how the “city symphony” as a modernist film mode intimately interacts with the multisensory experience of traversing urban space
by conveying a strong sense of mobility and rhythmicity. The Man Who Has
a Camera is primarily a venture in border crossing, as it traverses various film
modes and travels through different regions and across national borders. In
this way, Liu creates a flowing transmedial aesthetic that embraces the transcultural circulation of film texts, criticism, and culture.16 The city symphony
film is cited in the genealogy of the modernist avant-garde, imbricated with
poetry, photography, music, dance, graphic design, and modernist literature,
as well as the constructivist and futurist art movements of the 1920s.
The city symphony film mode possesses a vivid literal and metaphoric
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sound aesthetic (including movement, rhythm, and musicality) that incorporates sensory perceptions and urban soundscapes, even in its early silent
incarnations.17 Most of these films were screened with live musical accompaniment, which occasionally corresponded to the soundscape outside the
exhibition space. For instance, the Austrian composer Edmund Meisel, who
created the score for the prototypical city symphony film, Berlin, Symphony
of a Great City (Berlin: Die Sinfonie der Großstadt, dir. Walter Ruttmann,
65 min., 1927), conceived of his work as an assemblage of noises that characterized a cosmopolitan center. The expectation was that the urban spectator would recognize the “symphony” of sounds that emanated from, and
resonated with, the sonic environment of quotidian life in the metropolis.18
Moreover, the intense sensations produced by the rhythm and speed of the
metropolis and the spectacle of a “world in motion” are enhanced by a montage technique based on “visual rhythm.”19 The visual elements—the intensive tempo underlined by alternation between stasis and movement, variations in camera angles, intertitles,20 and rapid montage—powerfully evoke
musicality and a dynamic acoustic environment.
Analogously, the travel film is a diverse and porous form.21 It is embedded in and reflects modern networks of transportation, communication,
and colonialist values. In the silent era, travelogue exhibitions were usually accompanied by live illustrated lectures and imbued with pedagogical
significance.22 As a subset of travel film, the amateur travel film underwent
technological transformations, shifting from the 9.5 mm format introduced
in 1923 specifically for the amateur market to the popularization of 16 mm
in the post–World War II era. As rare case of an amateur travel film made
in 1930s China, The Man Who Has a Camera was shot in a 9.5 mm “Pathé
Baby” amateur film system. It not only combines various styles of film (e.g.,
city, essay/diary, amateur, travel, sketch, and experimental/avant-garde)
but also transcends dogmatic topographical, national, racial, linguistic, and
media boundaries. This film had fallen into oblivion for more than half a
century before Liu’s grandson, the documentary filmmaker Lin Jianxiang,
rediscovered the film rolls in 1986, in a rusty tin box in their family’s attic in
Xinying, Tainan.23 The rediscovery and restoration of the film have inspired
a few essays in Chinese, but a comprehensive, in-depth treatise on the work
has yet to be produced.24
While most city films focus on a specific city, The Man Who Has a Camera presents the journey and experience of traveling as being as significant as
the city itself.25 The film documents Liu and his companions’ peregrinations
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in and among four cities that traverse various political boundaries around
1933: Tainan, in colonial Taiwan; Canton (then under the control of the Nationalist government); Mukden (of ambiguous status); and Tokyo, Japan.26
The film essentially unfolds as a private visual journal and souvenir or diary
film, with Liu as its privileged agent.
The Man Who Has a Camera comprises five sections. The first is entitled
“Human Life” (11 min.) and was shot in the Liu family mansion in Xinying,
Tainan. It has the explicit characteristics of a home movie,27 presenting Liu’s
family members and friends as they pose in front of the camera. The second
segment, “Tokyo” (10 min.), unfolds as a travelogue about Liu and his companions’ voyages, adopting certain patterns of the “city symphony” film. This
is especially evident in the time-based structure, in the dynamic mobility of
vehicles, and in the oblique camera movement and rhythmic editing. The
third segment, “Scenery: Mukden” (10 min.), follows Liu’s fellow travelers as
they wander around Fengtian city.28 The fourth section (10 min.) is shot in
Canton, the only place among the four locations in which the Chinese Nationalist government had complete sovereignty in 1933.29 The fifth and final
segment (4 min.) portrays a street pageant in Tainan, on some unspecified
special occasion.
The first section of the film highlights the subjects’ keen affection and
curiosity about the encounter with filming. The subjects inquisitively and
intensely look into the camera, a recently invented “bizarre” mechanical gadget. Some shots are close-ups or even extreme close-ups, suggesting that
the camera/cameraman came very close to the subjects, creating a sense of
proximity and intimacy. The adults and older children seem to be taking
instructions from the man behind the camera, taking a few steps, pausing,
resuming their walk, shaking hands, and so forth. They pose ritualistically,
as if being photographed, confused about being filmed since the practices
with which they are familiar have previously been limited to photographic
experiences. The experiential aspects of this section, and its images, fall into
the interstices between still photography and the moving image, strongly
evoking a transmedial implication. These scenes echo Alexandra Schneider’s
argument that the family film intersects with the travelogue, oscillating between spontaneous observation, playful staging, and photographic posing.30
Moments of “looking back at the camera” strongly raise the spectator’s
awareness of the film medium and the mediation of the image. This technique not only frequently appears in home movies, but also constitutes the
self-reflexive convention in city symphony films. It draws attention to the
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filmic medium itself by disclosing the process of film production—utilizing
unusual camera positions and rapid montage or simultaneously presenting
different events to reconfigure the big city as a palimpsest.31 The Man Who
Has a Camera takes such practices further by illuminating a dramatic and
transparent form of revelation as a man points his still camera at Liu’s movie
camera on a ship while on an excursion to Canton (in section 3): there is a
moment of demystification and transmedial revelation as the two cameras
and media encounter and grapple with each other, such that the ongoing
manipulation and mediation of the photographic and cinematic apparatuses
are suddenly illuminated for the viewer.
The vigorous intensity of movement in the city symphony and travel
film and the way these forms thematize the accelerated pace of the urban
experience can be traced to the representation of dynamic machines like
modern transportation vehicles, entertainment apparatuses (including the
swing, the carousel, Ferris wheel, and roller coaster) and cinematic devices. Most of these machine elements are abundant in The Man Who Has a
Camera, conspiring to highlight the movement, speed, and thrill of trains,
steamships, automobiles, and airplanes—and creating an extraordinary sensational audiovisual and visceral experience.32 As a technological invention
and industrial machine, the train embodies the novel attractions of mobility
and speed.33 In the “Tokyo” segment, the exhilarating sensations afforded by
these new forms of transport for the rider/camera are highlighted throughout the film. Here, double or triple movements are captured and intensified by the camera. By “double or triple movements,” I mean (1) the camera
movement; (2) the camera mounted on a moving vehicle of some kind; and
(3) the movement of a subject within the frame. When all three appear simultaneously, the sense of mobility is both multiplied and intensified. For
instance, the audience is treated to aerial views from a plane and a train
blazing past a haze of trees.34 The built urban environment and landmarks
of downtown Tokyo thus assume a kinetic presence within the film:35 on
one hand, the immobility of the buildings intensifies the sense of mobility
by sharply contrasting with the moving vehicles and cameras; on the other
hand, the movements of the vehicle and the camera animate these stationary constructions. The upbeat rhythm of urban life is externalized in this
cinematic reconfiguration of urban space.
The Man Who Has a Camera can also be considered a work exemplary
of the kinds of amateur and avant-garde filmmaking that took hold around
the world.36 In the 1920s and 1930s, with the advent of modern technology
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and entertainment, affluent people in Taiwan (as well as in other East Asian
regions including Japan and mainland China) started to deploy novel audio and visual devices like cameras, phonographs, and films (in 8 mm or 9.5
mm).37 Taiwanese film scholar Lee Daw-Ming considers Liu’s The Man Who
Has a Camera a home movie lacking thematic and artistic sophistication and
coherence—a far cry from its model, Vertov’s Man with a Movie Camera
(1929).38 While Lee’s description draws attention to the composite nature
and tentative experimentalism of Liu’s aesthetic, his negative judgment of the
work underestimates Liu’s stylistic aspirations and the artistic sensitivities
embedded in this film, as well as the film’s historical significance within the
context of 1930s East Asian amateur film practice and audiovisual culture. As
an amateur film, The Man Who Has a Camera should not to be compared
with Man with a Movie Camera in terms of scope and cinematic techniques
like framing, camera movement, and rhythmic editing. Yet Liu’s film is imbued with the vitality and spontaneity of amateur improvisation, playfully
embracing and exploring the contingencies of the medium. For instance, two
men mischievously make faces in front of the camera (section 3) and children
frolic in the film (especially in the first section) with a sense of dynamism
and vigor reminiscent of the moving train. Such seemingly insignificant yet
whimsical details are juxtaposed with a high-angle panoramic view of the
cityscape. The editing in the first section seems haphazard, yet the recurrence
of a few shots and jump cuts indicates that Liu deliberately manipulated
rhythm and refrain to produce a sense of temporal and spatial disorientation,
which is further enriched by the rhythmic patterns of acceleration.
Liu’s camera is fascinated by the flow of the crowd in a street parade
(the final section), during which anonymous human faces metamorphose
as they confront the mobile camera, turning the human face and body into
a constantly changing landscape. This is the “noisiest” section in the silent
film, which conveys a “silent musicality”39 of movement and a sense of metaphoric sound within and between the frames. Even though the street sounds
are inaudible in the silent film, energy and clamor are strongly evoked by
visual references to trumpets and other musical instruments being played,
costumed performers dancing, the enthusiastic crowds streaming past, and
firecrackers exploding. Like the archetypal city symphony films, The Man
Who Has a Camera connects urban masses, velocity, and technology with
perceptual disorientation: “The crowd and speed of modernization cause a
constituent, profound uncertainty in perception that disrupts clear subject-
object distinctions.”40
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Although Shanghai itself is absent from The Man Who Has a Camera,
its imprint is omnipresent, since it was the film’s backstage and provided the
stimulating cultural milieu that Liu immersed in, conceptualized, and wrote
about in his literary work, screenwriting, film criticism, and production.41
Traveling and travel film for Liu Na’ou represented a means and practice of
transcultural exploration: the film begins in Tainan, Liu’s hometown, and
winds up in the same location, forming a symbolic temporal-spatial circuit.
The cinematic itinerary echoes Liu’s life trajectory: his struggle with his status as a Japanese colonial subject and a Chinese litterateur. In his concern
with formal issues, Liu attempted to transcend various boundaries and establish a depoliticized cosmopolitan cinematic utopia, a pure cinema, and a
fluid cultural identity.

Rhythmicity, Musicality, and Transmediality
in Liu Na’ou’s Film Theory
Academic interest in the kaleidoscopic urban cultures and cinema of Republican Shanghai has been revived since the late 1990s. The significance of
Liu’s status as a cosmopolitan figure and the cultural value of his literary and
film work have been rediscovered. Although Liu’s film theories and criticism
have also become more recognized by film scholars, his perceptive treatise
on cinematic aesthetics and his contributions to Chinese (and world) film
theory call for still more reflection and elaboration. Liu Na’ou extensively
and insightfully discussed ontological and stylistic concepts of cinema, especially with regard to movement, rhythm, and sound. From the late 1920s to
1933, Liu Na’ou published more than ten critical essays,42 and proposed that
cinema should be differentiated from other media, cultivate its own aesthetics, and achieve what literature and theater cannot, by developing its own
specific techniques, such as camera work, montage, fading in and out, and
newfangled components like sound and color.
Liu’s film theory and criticism were inspired by various intellectual
sources, including European and American directors and film theorists.43
He also examined the works of French and German “pure cinema” and “absolute cinema” auteurs44 and praised their experimental works for relinquishing anything explicitly literary, theatrical, or painterly (such as plot, acting,
and composition), in order to create a pure absolute for those visual and
musical elements that are essentially cinematic.45 Liu Na’ou’s understanding
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of cinema as a modern combination of artistic sensibility and mechanical
innovation, and his sophisticated deliberations about the substantial components of cinematic art, produced a constructive comparison of Chinese
and foreign films and engaged in fruitful dialogue with film criticism of the
global 1930s. In this section, I will trace Liu’s film theory in relation to movement, rhythmicity, and musicality, to delineate his theoretical and cultural
contribution to studies of sound and transmediality.
Motion and Rhythm: Dance of Body, Landscape, and Image
In his everyday life, literary writing, cinematic work, and film criticism, Liu
Na’ou accentuated the significance of kinetic bodily movement (like dance)
and the intoxicating corporeal experience of a rhythmic modernity in cinema. As studies on dance and intermediality in film history and culture suggest, early cinema emerged in a world where interest in bodily movement
straddled aesthetic and scientific preoccupations.46 From Liu Na’ou’s viewpoint, modern urban dwellers were eager for speed, movement, and thrills.
Since city people had become accustomed to urban noise, harmonious symphonic music was no longer essential or popularly prized.47 In cinema as in
dance, motion became a universal language and an emblem of modernity.
Liu and his renowned neosensationalist writer friend, Mu Shiying, notoriously frequented dance halls and had liaisons with dance hostesses.48
Liu was a devoted dancer and gained the nickname “the Dancing King.”49
Some of Liu’s and Mu’s short stories are set in nightclubs and dance halls,
exploring their multisensual imagery and synesthetic potentials, as well as
the intensity of the sensorial stimulation.50 The “dance craze” in Shanghai
corresponded to the global dance fad in the 1920s and 1930s.51 Commercial
dance halls were launched in the 1920s; newspapers and pictorials introduced social dancing and initiated exuberant discussions about the “craze.”52
Japanese writer Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892–1927) also kept an account of
Shanghai’s dance scene during his 1921 China tour.53
Physical performances such as dance (also sports and gymnastics) not
only attracted early film spectators, they also served as the basis for public discourse about machine aesthetics, the synchronism of aural and visual
rhythms, and the “dance of images” (the editing model for 1920s French
avant-garde cinema).54 French filmmaker and theorist Jean Epstein referred
to dance as a general metaphor for the paradigm of mobility in Bonjour Cinéma (1921), where he qualified the “landscape’s dance,” taken from a train or
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from a car at full speed, as photogénic.55 Photogénie was capable of multiplying and expanding movement, and this movement was what distinguished
cinema from the plastic arts that were primarily considered a static means
of expression.
This dance of landscape is widely highlighted in 1920s and 1930s city
and travel films, including Liu Na’ou’s The Man Who Has a Camera.56 As a
condition of cinema’s true specificity, photogénie, or the “dance of images,” as
Jean Epstein noted, is organized in a manner analogous to the principles of
musical composition. Dziga Vertov’s theorization of film was also informed
by music, most notably in the theory of intervals. He proclaimed that film
was already a rhythmic and musical art, one that structured time and strove
to find its specific rhythm.57 In an article entitled “Film Theories of the Soviet Union and France,” Liu Na’ou elaborated on the variations and rhythm
of speed and energy espoused by “pure cinema,” claiming that the films were
“orchestral ensembles woven by light and shadow in connection with temporal duration.”58
Liu Na’ou also summarized the interdependence of “interior” and “exterior” rhythm underlined by French film theorists and artists of the 1920s,
including Fernand Divoire, René Clair, and Léon Moussinac. In Liu’s discussion, the substance of cinema lies in movement, which epitomizes vitality
and rhythm and whose qualities are determined by speed, direction, and
force. He describes interior rhythm as the structuring principle within the
cinematic frame, and it includes the movement of subjects and the camera;
exterior rhythm instead is created by the succession of shots. On the one
hand, film rhythm emanates from the actors’ physical performances, for instance, the “serpentine dance” in early cinema; on the other hand, the cinematic rhythm enhanced by montage is an example of what sets cinema off
from other arts. Liu Na’ou pointed out rhythmic components of film that
escaped Clair’s and Moussinac’s attention and delineated their multisensory impact on cinematic style. For instance, he argued that interior rhythm
could be achieved by a variation of light hues within the frame (which suggested the passage of time) or alternations of camera angles or changes of
background induced by a tracking shot; all these elements helped constitute
the interior rhythm. In Liu’s view, exterior rhythm is more expressive than
interior rhythm in developing a compelling cinematic style.59
Liu discussed Walter Ruttmann’s city symphony film Berlin, Symphony
of a Great City in the “pure/abstract cinema” category and praised it for four
stylistic aspirations (first, orchestrating musical rhythm across the whole
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film through modern visual means; second, completely distinguishing itself from filmed theater; third, using no artificial settings; fourth, using no
intertitles), particularly its “orchestrating musical rhythm across the whole
film through modern visual means.”60 The French “pure cinema” advocates
Léon Moussinac, Emile Vuillermoz, and Paul Ramain dreamed of an art
based on mastering the rhythm of movement, purified of dramatic convention.61 Liu claimed that the essence of cinema is a visual symphony (symphonie visuelle)62 and a form of imaginary visual poetry generated by light
and shadow, lines and angles; it is inseparable from musical rhythm but can
be distant from plot.63 In this sense, watching a film was analogous to attending a concert, with spectators perceiving the visual symphony as the
mechanical dance of light.64
In his essay “On Cinematic Art,” Liu claimed that montage (interweaving)65 is the essential component of cinema, since it enlivens images from
the photographique to the cinegraphique66 and organizes them into an orderly, unified rhythm; this re-creates a new cinematic time-space that does
not duplicate actual time-space. This type of effect is exemplified in Soviet
filmmaker Vsevolod Pudovkin’s Mother (1926) and The End of St. Petersburg (1927).67 In their still silent films, Soviet directors became increasingly
skilled in rhythmic editing and the use of images to evoke aural associations.68 Liu contended that such montage was cinema-specific because of its
transmedial analogies: montage is at once the verses of a poet, the form of an
article, and the visual expression of a filmmaker.69
Liu described various rhythmic styles (“linear” or “curved” lines, in his
words) in films of different genres and narrative structures. He praised
the concordance of rhythm/cadence and songs/melody in film musicals,
which visualized rhythm and created films that had “symphonic orchestration.” As an example of a well-executed interweaving/montage in sound
films, Liu acclaimed Viktor Tourjansky’s Le Chanteur Inconnu (The Unknown Singer, 1931):
The director Tourjansky is able to use silent images to emphasize musical effects. The unknown singer’s enchanting voice is transmitted from a
broadcast station, gliding over clouds and mountains, traversing various
countries in Europe and entering different houses as well as the bosoms
of affectionate lovebirds. This sequence is an exquisite example of montage that complements the musical score and imparts to the audience an
intoxicating rhythm.70
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Liu considered this film free of the trite “canned theater” conventions of
early sound films. To him it introduced a truly innovative style that opened
up a promising road for future sound films.

Sounds of the Everyday, in the Film Theater
and on the Screen
In addition to writing about metaphoric sound elements, Liu Na’ou’s acoustic sensitivity was equally captivated by sound culture and the variations of
the human voice characterizing daily life, Chinese operatic performance, the
film theater, and on screen. During his three-month sojourn in Beijing with
his poet friend Dai Wangshu in 1927, Liu frequented the Beijing opera and
Kun opera performances71 and learned opera singing from his friend, as he
had earlier learned to play the huqin.72 Liu’s diary from 1927 also documents
his experience of listening to phonographs in Shanghai and Tokyo.73 All
of this suggests that listening to phonographic records was an important
popular pastime and a method for cultural cultivation of urbanites in the
1920s and 1930s. Liu clearly had a strong penchant for music, whether in the
form of live performance or personal practice, or mediated through sound
technology.
These acoustic experiences inspired Liu Na’ou to assume a more sophisticated approach to sound aesthetics when he wrote the screenplay of Eternal Smile (Yongyuan de weixiao, dir. Wu Cun, 1936), whose protagonist is
a singsong girl, thus rendering music and singing essential features in the
film.74 Liu invokes various sound elements in abundant detail in his screenplay, including sound effects (the clatter of horse hooves, skylarks singing,
dogs barking, street clamor, and the sound of rain, wind, sirens, and bells),
the human voice (peddlers shouting, the heroine singing, people laughing),
and music (huqin performances and popular songs, both as diegetic and extradiegetic music). Through an elaborately interwoven acoustic texture and
careful attention to sound scales,75 Liu attempted to create acoustic realism
and capture the urban aural atmosphere. When he expressed dissatisfaction after seeing the completed film, several of his criticisms were directed
toward the film’s sound techniques. For instance, Liu wrote, “If ‘laughter’
appears in inappropriate occasions, it is like jazz mingled into Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony; this is a bad screen—Americanism!” He also argued that
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the “diction” (delivery of dialogues) is too slow and flat, making the film drag
and lose its psychological tension.76
The chaotic soundscape in many Chinese film theaters77 impelled Liu
to write a section called “In Chinese Film Theaters” in a longer 1928 article
titled “Random Thoughts on Cinema.”78 Liu sarcastically complained about
the roar of the crowd, the vendors shouting, children clapping, people reading intertitles aloud or cracking sunflower seeds, and the incompatibility of
musical accompaniment to the films being exhibited. All this discordance
and disturbance made him dizzy and light-headed; he wrote that he had to
leave before the film ended. Disciplining the audience and controlling the
sound environment in theaters had been a concern for different cultures beginning in the early twentieth century.79 In the Chinese case that concerned
Liu, it was related to social class and cultural differences.80
Liu Na’ou offered insightful reflections on sound film aesthetics and
pertinent theory and criticism. In his article “Pursuing the Formal Beauty
of Cinema,”81 Liu proclaimed that the two essential sensual factors creating cinematic beauty are the senses of vision and hearing. He believed that
when the three aural components of sound films (music, sound effects, and
dialogue) intertwined to create a symphonic audio texture, they contributed
to the formal attraction of cinema.82 Liu derided early American all-talkies
for resembling the typewriter: the action and the sound were synchronized,
becoming more like exhibitions of sound technology than artistic creations,
since Liu argued that the expressive effects of sounds did not just depend on
synchronization83 but on whether the coordination of image and sound was
able to create cinematic significance. Liu urged Chinese film professionals
to catch up with the sound film trend; otherwise they would not be able to
resist the invasion of foreign films.84
In his 1932 article “On Cinematic Art,” Liu introduced the Soviet avant-
garde filmmaker Dziga Vertov’s first sound film, Enthusiasm: The Symphony of
the Don Basin (1931) to Chinese readers. He identified the film as an embodiment of the transition between Vertov’s cinematic concepts of “kino eye” and
“radio ear.”85 Liu applauded the natural sounds present in Enthusiasm, which
were recorded in industrial locations, including coal mines and steel plants,
without artificial manipulation or embellishment. Nonetheless, Vertov’s conception and editing were able to render these mechanical sounds musical.86
In another article that directly addressed film sound, Liu Na’ou drew
comparisons between “light tone” and “acoustic tone” in relation to various
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cinematic genres and styles.87 He argued that variations of volume and pitch
in acoustic tone are comparable to those of light and shadow in “light tone.”
Liu outlined the affinities between different sound pitches (high, midregister, and low) and the various film genres and styles. Higher-pitched sounds
should be employed for comedies, to match their faster dialogue and action and depict a brisk, jaunty atmosphere. In addition, high-pitched sound
better pierces through the laughter and clamor made by the audiences in
the theater. This sound, however, is not appropriate for serious dramas like
tragedies or the German-style Schauspiel,88 because it does not match the
solemn emotion and atmosphere of such genres. A low-pitched tone is more
suitable for expressing restraint and austerity, as well as the profound emotional force of dramas, whose audiences were inclined to be more serious
and subdued. As an example, Liu praised Franklin H. Hansen for designing
a low-pitched tone that was almost a whisper for A Farewell to Arms (dir.
Frank Borzage, 80 min., 1932). Alternatively, the middle-pitched tone suits
melodrama and its sentimental emotional fluctuations, since the flexibility
of the midpitch tone can be employed to express and reinforce a sense of
the vicissitudes of life and their alternation between joy and sorrow. In retrospect, Liu’s insightful discussions about sound design are visionary and
forward thinking, especially since sound would become a pivotal part of
cinema’s “medium specificity.” His concepts seem especially prescient since
“sound design” as a category and creative concept would not emerge in Hollywood until the 1970s.89

Conclusion
When I knew such a genius with languages, it was like seeing a person
who had lost his nationality and social belonging, a human being deprived of his shadow: one must often feel emptiness and trepidation.—
Keiji Matsuzaki90
Liu Na’ou made a seemingly naive attempt to transcend the tensions surrounding his complex colonial and transcultural identity by devoting himself to the elusive values of itinerant cosmopolitanism. Given the political
and cultural struggles complicated by the contesting forces of the era,91 and
Liu’s lack of national allegiance and ideological commitment, it seems logical
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that he aspired to find opportunities for “pure art” and “free” cinematic creation and condemned leftist writers’ works as being “contaminated by politics.”92 However, according to a memoir by Huang Gang, Liu worked with
the Japanese closely after the latter fully occupied Shanghai93 and directly
profited from the collaboration.94 Consequently, Liu’s claim to being apolitical may be challenged. As Leslie Pincus observes, “Cosmopolitan concentration on values of an intangible and universal nature encouraged adherents to
withdraw into an expanded and enriched realm of interiority while distancing themselves from more immediate and more material social realities.”95
In Liu Na’ou’s trajectory as a transcultural raconteur, Shanghai became
a symbolic location, one with which he both identified and associated his
“future.”96 Rather than in Tokyo or Taiwan, Liu chose to live and work in
Shanghai, “a space of shifting struggles and alignments,”97 where confrontations among various imperial powers both from the West and from Japan
were being negotiated. This “intertwined colonization” illuminates China’s
multilayered colonial past and attends to the intersecting relationship of
cosmopolitan Shanghai and colonial Taiwan.98 There Liu’s sense of alienation and rootlessness could be ameliorated or even alleviated, and he could
reside there emancipated and anonymous and might easily assume any
number of identities. By drifting among and immersing himself in different
cultural identifications, Liu might be understood to have located himself in
the dissolution of the essential self into “an endlessly fragmented subject in
process,” in an interstitial temporality, a “space-in-between.”99
By framing Liu Na’ou’s life experience, film career, literary and cinematic
writings, and film The Man Who Has a Camera as transcultural and transmedial, I have accentuated issues related to mobility and border crossing. In
a larger historical context, as modern technology made traveling across long
distances and the resulting translation and transculturation increasingly possible, such boundary-traversing journeys gave rise to a metamovement—an
aesthetic cosmopolitanism born of the flow of technology, knowledge, film
production, and cinematic discourse. The center of gravity in Liu Na’ou’s
versatile creative life was Shanghai, with its uncertain subjectivity at the extraterritorial borders of the nation-state and the intersection of Chinese,
European, American, and Japanese interests.100 Shanghai was the epicenter
of conflicts and tensions around sovereignty, the expansion of global capital,
and the flourishing of entertainment and consumption. Liu Na’ou himself
embodied many of these same tensions; and yet, his works on sound, move-
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ment, rhythm, and musicality in the transcultural and transmedial milieu
can yield profound insights for how we envision metaphoric sound in relation to proliferating transcultural and transmedial cinematic practice.
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